
Explosive chicken.

1. Adjective

2. Noun

3. Noun - Plural

4. Noun

5. Adjective

6. Noun

7. Noun - Plural

8. Noun

9. Noun

10. Noun

11. Noun

12. Noun

13. Noun
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Explosive chicken.

There once was a really Adjective farmer Noun . Hey was really mean to the chickens and hens

and turkeys. He didn't evan give his chickens Noun - Plural ! He also didn't give the chicks an

Noun ! The chickens and Hens had to look after the chicks and turkeys because the turkeys where

Adjective and they might fall off a Noun . Strangely the chickens were the smartest of them all.

One day the chickens, hens, turkeys and the chicks found more friends like Kangaroos and Noun - Plural

and birds. Together they made an animal army.They also rounded up some of the smart cows and sheep.(One

year later.) In the old green Noun 2 meters away from the house that had the mean farmer in it the

animals were ready to battle. Over the years the animals had made an explosive solid Noun that could

blow up but it wouldn't hurt the animals because they were wearing anti-blow up solid thing suit. so the y

attacked the house and blow it up with a "BAM!" the chickens and the hens and the turkeys and the chicks had

won, but they wouldn't of done it with out the birds and the cows and sheep.the farmer had no idea what hit him.

A day after the Hens became smart like the chickens. But while the chickens were congratulating the hens, all

the turkeys fell off the Noun but survived because when the animals blow up the house the

Noun had fallen of the edge of the Noun exactly where the turkeys fell, and they lived happily

ever after. Except for the farmer he lost his home and had to live with his Noun .
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